
LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
Brentwood-Darlington Neighborhood Association 
January 9, 2020 
 

DISCUSSION NOTES 
 
II. Land Use 
In order to begin to see how Brentwood-Darlington is changing, committee chair Stephenie 
Frederick has plotted on a map of Brentwood-Darlington the 2019 land-use decisions (by the 
city’s Bureau of Development Services) that will replace 7 housing units with 20 units.  This is 
for one year only; once 2018 and earlier decisions are mapped, the increase will be much 
higher.  We will also track the future -- two decisions made to date in January 2020 will replace 
2 units with 5. 
 
The trend is rather equivalent to the city’s proposed Residential Infill Project, which will permit 
construction of multiple units on single parcels.  The difference is that at present, parcels must 
be split, with  a single unit arising on each parcel. 
 
III. Transportation 
A. TGM planning Grant – scope of work must be completed by January 19, 2020.  Then the 

project managers will spend several months hiring consultants.  Actual planning work will 
begin in the fall of 2020.  The planning area consists of east Brentwood-Darlington, west 
Lents, and Mt. Scott-Arleta.  

 
B. PBOT recently completed a repaving-redesign of SE 45th Avenue that has narrowed the 

traffic lanes and more fully protected cyclists and pedestrians.  The redesign has slowed 
traffic and made the street safer and easier to navigate for cyclists and pedestrians. 
However, there are some problems.  PBOT planner Scott Cohen has been speaking with 
residents personally about the problems, which include: 
● Drivers:  Difficulty in turning right from side streets into the traffic lane while avoiding 

the upright “wands” that delineate the bike lane; 
● Cyclists:  Failure of cars to stop at stop signs on side streets; they stop instead out in 

the street at the wands that delineate the bike lane, so they block cyclists.  QUESTION: 
ARE THE WANDS PLACED TOO FAR OUT INTO THE STREET? 

● Cyclists: Lack of space into which to swerve around trash or broken glass encountered 
in the bike lanes; 

● Drivers and cyclists:  the side streets are very difficult to navigate; they are so narrow 
that cars must pull out of the way of oncoming cars, not always easy because of the 
dense line of parked cars; cyclists find the streets especially difficult because many 
drivers are impatient and drive aggressively right behind the cyclists or refuse to yield 
to oncoming cyclists.  QUESTION:  CAN THESE NARROW SIDE STREETS BE MADE ONE 
WAY? 

● For instances of speeding or other safety violations, CAN LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 
BE TEMPORARILY DIRECTED TO THIS REDESIGNED AREA? 
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RELATED:  On Woodstock Blvd, a much-used pedestrian crossing between SE 44th and 45th 

avenues poses a special danger.  Drivers’ view of pedestrians wishing to cross is heavily 
blocked by trees and bushes.  QUESTION:  CAN WE REMOVE THE BUSHES AND TRIM THE 
TREES?  CAN WE EVALUATE SIMILAR PROBLEMS AT OTHER CROSSINGS (e.g., could city or 
non-profits trim overgrown planting-strip trees now supposedly maintained by adjacent 
land owners)? 

 
POSSIBLE ACTION:  A grant from the Portland Clean Energy Fund (PCEF) could fund a pilot 

project in which a nonprofit hired local people to trim (and otherwise care for) trees that 
block line of sight of drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians. 

 
PROPOSAL:  Ask Scott Cohen and Zef Walker to meet with us in two-three months to 
discuss these matters, after they have collected enough traffic data on SE 45th Avenue. 

 
C. Several accomplished or planned improvements in the streets of Brentwood-Darlington. 

● SE 75th Avenue-Duke street:  a marked pedestrian crossing is now in place. 
●  SE 52nd Avenue-Flavel Street:  traffic calming devices at intersection induce drivers to 

slow while turning across pedestrian crosswalks. 
● Planned -- SE 52nd Avenue-Knapp Street:  a marked pedestrian-cyclist crossing with a 

“pedestrian refuge” in the center of the street that will help slow traffic on a stretch of 
52nd that lacks crossings and invites speeding. 

● Planned – In Errol Heights, north of the planned park:  some portions of the heavily 
pot-holed streets will be recast as curbless “shared streets” that give all transportation 
modes equal standing while helping to retain the rural feel of the area.  This is a pilot 
project that will, we hope, demonstrate the feasibility of such streets for other parts 
of Portland.  There will be significant sidewalk installation in the area. 

 
Note:  The sidewalks are being financed via an LID, voluntarily entered into by the local 

residents.  “A Local Improvement District (LID) is a method by which a group of property 
owners can share in the cost of infrastructure improvements, most commonly for 
transportation and stormwater. . . . An LID can also be used to install sidewalks on existing 
streets that previously have been accepted for maintenance by the City.”  A nice (new) 
development in this particular LID process is that the individual homeowners need not pay 
until they sell their homes. 

 
● Planned – sidewalk infill on SE Duke and Flavel streets between SE 52nd and 82nd 

avenues.  Now in design, this project was made possible by intense neighborhood 
association advocacy carried out in 2016 on behalf of Brentwood-Darlington. 

● Planned – Bicycle greenway between SE 52nd and 87th avenues.  This, too, was part of 
the advocacy mentioned just above. 

 
D. Ogden-Knapp Greenway.  This is the greenway mentioned just above.  From 82nd avenue 

and moving west, it crosses Brentwood-Darlington on Ogden; but at SE 62nd Avenue, it 
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jogs south to continue on Knapp. The plan is to continue it on Knapp east of 52nd as funds 
come in.  The problem is that Ogden is a superior roadway; in particular, it provides for a 
much safer crossing at SE 45th Avenue than Knapp, which is too close to the steep hill that 
blocks view of approaching traffic.   LUTC committee members have asked PBOT planner 
Zef Wagner if the greenway could be routed across Brentwood Park  and thence to Ogden 
instead of jogging south to Knapp; Zef signaled willingness to explore that change. 

 
E. The 82nd Avenue Improvement Coalition, to which BDNA now belongs, has asked the 

Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) to state how much it will commit to return 
the road to “a state of good repair”.  ODOT is responsible for the roadway and is the 
entity that allowed it fall into disrepair.  The City of Portland wishes to assume jurisdiction 
of the roadway but cannot do so because the cost to bring the roadway up to city 
standards is prohibitive at the city level.  

 
Note:  82nd Avenue is a candidate for City of Portland’s “Rose Lane” program, which 
initiates various mechanisms to speed up bus travel.  The condition of the roadway, along 
with uncertainty about the jurisdictional issue, is delaying implemention. 

 
IV. Parks 
A. In early December, the project to renovate Errol Heights Park moved into its final park 

design and completion of construction drawings.  In early January, the project entered a 
land-review phase.  Please see https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/751153 for a 
description of the project.  If you wish to convey requests or objections to Land Use 
Services, please do so before 5pm on February 10, 2010.  

 
Work on the park triggered the requirement to install sidewalks on the major streets 
circumscribing the park:  lower portion of SE 52nd, SE Harney Drive between 52nd and 45th 
avenues, and the lower portion of 45th Avenue.  

 
The trail into the park (at Umatilla) will be made accessible deep into the park (to the 
second bridge).  

 
The Regional Arts & Cultural Council (RACC) has met and will shortly begin its selection of 
artists who will provide artwork for the park.  Pam Hodge, a BDNA board member, is on 
the RACC and successfully advocated to expand the list of candidates that RACC will 
consider. 

 
B. The public strongly approved the large regional parks-trails bond measure that Metro 

placed on the November 2019 ballot.  We should strategize about how to make use of this 
opportunity in connection with Errol Heights Park and other area. 

 
V. Air Quality 

We do not have any new information about Keller-Rohrback’s class-action lawsuit against 
Precision Castparts.  But with regard to air pollution from PCC, it may be possible to find 

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/751153
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funding from the Portland Clean Energy Fund (PCEF) to install sensors in the area under 
the plume.  Micah Meskel will consult with Green Lents on this possibility. 

 
Why is so much wood burning allowed on stagnant, poor-quality-air days?  The county is 
supposed to regulate but does little to constrain the practice.  

 
On a different PCC front . . . the Centers for Disease Control issued a report in 2019 finding that 

PCC welders “faced elevated risks of metals and noise exposure and hadn’t been properly 
trained in safety equipment and procedures.”  See 
www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/12/cdc 
-report-raises-concern-about-metals-noise-exposure-at-precision-castparts.html 

 
 

 
OTHER DISCUSSION (not on agenda) 
 
 
 
Traffic Congestion in Sellwood, Eastmoreland 
Rush-hour traffic congestion on Johnson Creek Blvd and Tacoma Street is severe.  A signal at SE 
6th Avenue and Tacoma Street (one block east of the entrance to the Sellwood Bridge) may be 
sending westbound commuters into nearby residential streets in an attempt to avoid the traffic 
that  backs up at the signal.  PBOT installed speed bumps on seven streets that had the highest 
volumes and speeds.  SMILE would like PBOT to adjust the signal (possibly changing it to a 
bike-pedestrian hybrid beacon), but little can be done until the bridge is fully complete (this is a 
Multomah County project).  SMILE’s board and transportation committee discussed other 
measures that could be taken but without reaching agreement on what to seek. 
 
In addition, the residential streets in Eastmoreland are being flooded with “cut through” traffic 
during the evening rush hour.  It appears that these commuters are exiting the Bybee Bridge 
over McLoughlin Bvd and trying to avoid congestion on Tacoma Street and Woodstock Blvd. 
Ross Monson, chair of Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association’s transportation committee, 
has provided a detailed preliminary analysis in the association’s Winter 2019 newsletter, which 
oddly is NOT posted at www.eastmorelandpdx.org.    So . . . I am including a somewhat muddy 
PDF in this document. 
 
Since the traffic may consist mostly of drivers coming from outside Multnomah County, it 
appears that we could use some regional interventions (e.g., park-and-ride lots ringing the city 
that feed commuters into express buses speeding to-from downtown along dedicated freeway 
and highway bus lanes).  
 
 
Climate Crisis Looming – Local actions must be taken 

http://www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/12/cdc%20-report-raises-concern-about-metals-noise-exposure-at-precision-castparts.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/12/cdc%20-report-raises-concern-about-metals-noise-exposure-at-precision-castparts.html
http://www.eastmorelandpdx.org/
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Changing our fossil-fuel dependency will be difficult, with much opposition and acrimony from 
drivers. Nevertheless we must try for a different way of living, or we will all suffer (in particular, 
our children and grandchildren).  Pam Hodge suggested that BDNA reconceptualize its “action 
streams” (its goals and the types of actions it emphasizes) under the over-arching theme of 
attempting to meet the climate-crisis challenges. 
 
Micah Meskel noted that PCEF funds are available for energy-efficiency projects, including 
solar, and for residential as well as commercial buildings.  The first such grants will be available 
at the end of summer 2020.  Pam Hodge reminded the group of Karin Power’s program to 
“Solarize Milwaukie.”  
 
 
Joinery Block Development, Woodstock 
The large apartment-complex project (194 units) is proceeding. The Joinery has been emptied 
out; the food carts are gone.  Protestors gained nothing from the developer, Mill Creek 
Residential; in fact, Mill Creek responded to local outcry by increasing the number of units and 
raising the height of the building.  Nothing can be done; legal appeal would cost $20,000.  
 
 
Proposed Outreach on part of BDNA’s LUTC 
Stephenie suggested that LUTC begin reaching out to various groups within 
Brentwood-Darlington to communicate changes happening in the neighborhood, what 
advocacy has achieved, what residents worry about, how BDNA or LUTC might be able to help 
(or at least channel questions and worries to-from the city). 
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